Mexican American Women Activists
**Synopsis**

Tells the stories of Mexican American women from two Los Angeles neighborhoods and how they transformed the everyday problems they confronted into political concerns. By placing these women’s experiences at the center of her discussion of grassroots political activism, the author describes gender, race, and class character of community networking.
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**Customer Reviews**

Pardo takes on a difficult project and makes it accessible to a broad audience. Her analysis of race, class, gender and neighborhood politics is excellent. We learn that neighborhood context has important ramifications for how local politics are expressed, but still, grassroots activism emerges where inequality is found. The only weakness in this book is the occasional redundancies in the discussion, particularly where latter chapters seem to repeat earlier ones. But, as a book that expands the discussion of both gender and race in the context of urban social movements, this is one of the best. It balances case studies and well developed grounded theory well. Moreover, the book appeals to a broad audience in academic settings and the broader public.

it was a well written but kind of wordy. Very interesting book!
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